Rearward Visibility Technology in ASEAN Market
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The recent trend in vehicle design tends to make thick roof pillar for stronger structure; which results in limiting rearward visibility. One of the ways to circumvent this reduced visibility is by using Rearward Visibility Technology (RVT). This paper aims to produce an overview of RVTs available in the ASEAN market based on classes and sub-classes. In summary, RVT is still in the introductory phase to the ASEAN region; as RVTs only been implemented by OEMs in several models, and aftermarket RVT products offer cost-effective prices but the performance in comparison to OEM’s RVT is yet to be known.
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Rearward visibility is an important aspect for vehicle drivers to securely steer the direction of the vehicle on the road. However, the modern vehicle design trend tends to opt for bigger A, B, C, and D pillar due to consideration for stronger structure, drag coefficient reduction and styling improvisation (Hughes et al., 2009). This reduces the visibility of drivers and increase the difficulty of drivers to detect not only other cars but also other motorcycles and pedestrians.

In the ASEAN region, rear visibility technology and solutions become important and need further in-depth study in comparison to other regions due to the fact that MPVs and SUVs are gaining popularity, and starting to dominate sales in the ASEAN market since 2017 (Santosa et al., 2018; Focus2move, 2019). This might be due to the big number of family members (Ab Rashid and Jawi, 2019), and the tendency to carry the luggage that fills to the brim. Higher motorized two- and three-wheeler fatalities in ASEAN was reported by WHO (2018), and this proves the need to look into improving motorcycle conspicuity on the road (Solah et al., 2019); which relates to the rearward visibility of vehicles (Compagne, 2008).

According to the ASEAN NCAP 2021-2025 roadmap (ASEAN NCAP, 2018), and the current ASEAN NCAP evaluation spreadsheet (ASEAN NCAP, 2019), vehicle rearward visibility importance is signified via new evaluations under Rear View Technology and Advanced Motorcyclist Safety Technology of the Motorcyclist pillar. In the United States, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has begun a feasibility study of rearward visibility technology to replace conventional vehicle mirror in August 2019 (NHTSA, n.d.). These are two examples where rearward visibility of vehicles being placed as important criteria for vehicle safety by governing authorities.

**Global Outlook on Rearward Visibility Technology (RVT)**

Car manufacturers have begun to improvise the rear-view and side-mirror functionality to enhance rearward visibility. High-pixel cameras and panel display has been installed or to aid the conventional mirrors for better drivers’ visibility. The first car manufacturer to market this technology is General Motor in 2016 with Cadillac and after that Nissan with Armada in 2018 (Omdia, 2017).

Figure 1 (a) displays the projected global production of the rear-view display mirror by IHS Markit (Omdia, 2017). Based on current law enacted and reception by motorists, it is forecasted that 1.8 million units of rear-view display mirrors to be manufactured by 2025, with a market concentration in Japan and North America (Omdia, 2017).

It is also forecasted that by 2025, that close to 0.5 million number of vehicles with conventional side-view mirror will be replaced by the camera system, as shown in Figure 1 (b) (Omdia, 2017). About 1.8 million vehicles are expected to use the side-view camera system, which amounted to 23% of the total vehicles in the world (Omdia, 2017).
Figure 1: (a) Projected global production of rear-view display mirror; (b) Forecasted side-view mirror replacement with camera display system (Omdia, 2017)

RVT in ASEAN Market

We can group RVT in ASEAN in two major categories – OEM and aftermarket – as shown in Figure 2 below:

Figure 2: Categorization of RVT in the ASEAN market

The two major groups can be further divided into two classes: Class 1 and Class 3 that correspond to the classification made by United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UN/ECE) in UN R46 Regulations (UNECE, 2013). Class 1 refers to the rear-view mirror that is located inside the car while Class 3 refers to the side mirror located outside the car. Figures 3 and 4 show the Class 1 and 3 performance requirements for rear-view and side mirror under UN R46 regulations.

Further categorization of RVT involves Camera Monitoring System, Auto-Dim and Others. Camera Monitoring System includes the use of a digital camera for rearward visibility while Auto-Dim refers to the use of mirrors that have the ability to dim the light striking on the glass panel. This reduces the glare to the driver’s eye and enhance the driver’s performance on the road. For the ‘others’ category, related technology concerning RVT is described in the subsequent sections.
Figure 3: Class I performance requirement based on UN R46 (UNECE, 2013)

Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM): RVT CMS Class I

In the ASEAN region, the introduction of RVT CMS Class I takes two years later than the first OEM RVT car, Cadillac CT6 in 2016. The first RVT Class I introduced in ASEAN is Nissan Terra in 2018 and followed by Toyota RAV4 in 2019. Both are Sport Utility Vehicle (SUV), which in line with the trend of initial RVT in the market. Table 1 shows the detail of the OEM RVT Class I for the Nissan Terra and Toyota RAV4.

Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM): RVT Auto-Dim Class I

In all ASEAN countries, Subaru and Honda include Auto-Dim technology in Class I mirror in the Subaru STI ad Honda Civic model, respectively, shown in Table 2 below. Both are in C-Segment only and the price is in the range of above MYR 100,000. Both Auto-Dim RVTs activated when high-intensity light strikes the rear-view mirror. However, Subaru STI Auto-Dim can be connected to Homelink radio-frequency control system devices which normally interconnected with be garage door, home gate, home lighting system, etc.
In the ASEAN region, as is now, only Audi introduces RVT CMS for the Class III mirror on its Electric Vehicle (EV) model - Audi E-tron 55 Quattro. Some detail of this RVT is shown in Table 3 below. This digital side-view mirror improves the aerodynamic of the EV by reducing the drag coefficient from 0.28 to 0.27 as the mirror has been made smaller. The NVH of the EV also being claimed as been reduced by the addition of the RVT. The side view mirror also includes a heater which maintains the mirror view clear from fog and mist on the cameras.
Table 3: OEM RVT CMS Class III in ASEAN Market (Top Gear, n.d.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Model</th>
<th>Market Availability</th>
<th>Vehicle Segment</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>RVT Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Audi E-tron 55 Quattro  | Thailand            | E-segment (Electric Vehicle)     | THB 5,099 million  | - Reduce the drag co-efficient of the EV from 0.28 to 0.27 due to smaller camera design than normal size mirror  
- Side-mounted cameras are heated to keep the view clear from fog forming on the cameras  
- The digital mirror display is only 110 ms lag from the physical view  
- This addition of digital side-view mirror improves NVH of the EV |

Aftermarket: RVT CMS Class I

There are three major players in ASEAN for the aftermarket RVT CMS Class I product which is shown in Table 4 below. The price range varies from MYR 374 to MYR 1,695 depending on the additional features in the camera system. Gentex, which on the high price, includes an auto-dimming feature on the camera display, which is a very important element in the sunny region such as ASEAN. CAMONS have come up with a good value for money camera system, which includes special features such as Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) technology, which made picture captured in any lighting conditions and also includes motion detection function – auto-recording ability when the car is in parking mode. Low-cost RVT Awesafe provides competitive features and also includes auto-recording ability while vehicle in parking mode by sensing vibration.

Aftermarket: RVT Auto-Dim Class III

For the RVT Auto-Dim Class III product in the aftermarket, only RVT camera by Gentex is available in the ASEAN market. The details are shown in Table 5 below. It is a value-for-money mirror with a basic Auto-Dim feature on the mirror with just MYR 460 in price.

Aftermarket: Other Related RVT

This section specifies the other related RVT items which improve drivers’ rearward visibility on the road. In general, these products are cheap and easily installed to mirrors, as shown in Table 6 below. OkcityGo offers rain-proof thin film as cover for side view mirror from fog, glare, and mist. A non-specified brand offers a 360-degree adjustable mirror that is attached to the side view mirror as shown in Figure 5.
### Table 4: Aftermarket RVT CMS Class I in ASEAN Market (Lazada, n.d.a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Market Availability</th>
<th>RVT Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>RVT Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Gentex   | All ASEAN countries | CMS with Auto-Dim Mirror  | MYR 1,695.50 | - Auto-dimming mirror when the vehicle behind produce high-intensity light that can cause glaring for the driver  
- Mirror can convert into a digital screen to project rearview camera images (if any) |
| CAMONS   | All ASEAN countries | CMS and Mirror            | MYR 408.00  | - RVT includes WDR technology in which the system recalculates light camera exposure to create balanced images and videos in any light conditions  
- Integrated G-sensor will auto-lock the recorded important video clip as evidence when a collision happens  
- While the car is parked, the motion detection function will trigger auto recording when detected any moving objects |
| Awesafe  | All ASEAN countries | CMS                       | MYR 374.66  | - Variable sensitivity G-sensor auto detects a sudden shake or collision and emergency locks the footage to "Event File" to prevent that video from an overwrite  
- With parking monitoring enabled, if any vibration is detected by the G-Sensor, it will automatically turn on the dashcam and begin recording |

### Table 5: Aftermarket RVT Auto-Dim Class I in ASEAN Market (Lazada, n.d.a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Market Availability</th>
<th>RVT Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>RVT Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gentex</td>
<td>All ASEAN countries</td>
<td>Mirror</td>
<td>MYR 460.20</td>
<td>- Auto-dimming mirror when the vehicle behind produce high-intensity light that can cause glaring for the driver</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 5: 360-degree adjustable blind spot mirror (Lazada, n.d.b)](image-url)
Table 6: Other related aftermarket RVT products in ASEAN Market (Lazada, n.d.b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Market Availability</th>
<th>RVT Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>RVT Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OkcityGO</td>
<td>All ASEAN countries</td>
<td>Thin Film</td>
<td>MYR 10.00</td>
<td>- The film protects the mirror Anti-Fog Film - Rainproof material - Anti-glare - Anti-mist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Specified*</td>
<td>All ASEAN countries</td>
<td>Mirror for Blind Spot</td>
<td>MYR 19.40</td>
<td>- The mirror can be rotated 360° and adjusted 30° sway - The mirror is a 2-inch curved-surface glass, ultrathin design, made by waterproofed and rust-resistant material</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The item was displayed online on Lazada.com.my without the detail of the original manufacturer

Conclusion

This review paper has given an overview of Rearward Visibility Technology (RVT) being offered in the ASEAN Market, together with a brief outlook on the global market. In general, OEM still treated RVT as complementary features rather than elementary in ASEAN Market. Most vehicles with OEM RVT are at the premium price range with notable OEM RVT Class III Mirror only featured on Electrical Vehicle – Audi E-tron 55 Quattro. For RVT Auto-Dim, the technology only available in C-segment cars: Subaru STI 2017 and Honda Civic 2019. This reflects that the OEM still testing the marketability of RVT and not ready for the holistic adoption of RVT in all of their segments. There are several good cost-effective RVT CMS available in the aftermarket, and the price range reflects their additional feature and quality of the display. Other related RVT includes the accessories that improve driver’s rearward visibility which focuses more on the protection of side-view mirror from fog, mist, and glare.
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